Lessons learnt on recruitment and fieldwork from a pilot European human biomonitoring survey
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1. Introduction

In the frame of the European Environment and Health Action Plan 2004–2010 (European Commission, 2004), the idea from the SCALE initiative of 2003 to collect comparable European data on biomarkers of exposure of harmful chemicals through human biomonitoring was seized. As a result, harmonized guidelines were developed within the COPHES Project (Consortium to Perform Human biomonitoring on a European Scale) (Joas et al., 2012). Shortly after, the pilot survey DEMOCOPHES (Demonstration of a study to Coordinate and Perform Human biomonitoring on a European Scale) using these guidelines, was conducted in 17 European countries (Becker et al., 2014). The following countries participated in DEMOCOPHES: Belgium (BE), Switzerland (CH), Cyprus (CY), Czech Republic (CZ), Germany (DE), Denmark (DK), Spain (ES), Hungary (HU), Ireland (IE), Luxembourg (LU), Poland (PL), Portugal (PT), Romania (RO), Sweden (SE), Slovenia (SI), Slovakia (SK), and United Kingdom (UK).

COPHES was constituted in December 2009 by 35 partners from academia, (governmental) agencies and stakeholders from 27 European countries that aggregated their experiences and expertise to develop a harmonized approach to conduct human biomonitoring on a European scale. It integrated specialists and experiences of the preceding project ESBIO (Expert team to Support Biomonitoring in Europe) and the EU human biomonitoring Implementation Group 2 which started harmonization of HBM on a European scale in 2004. Within ESBIO (funded under the 6th Framework program of the European Community) first general recommendations on study design, recruitment and fieldwork for a HBM survey on the European scale had been developed. Within COPHES these harmonized procedures for human biomonitoring were further elaborated to make data from across Europe more comparable.

With the input of the 17 countries mentioned above, planning to conduct the pilot survey, a European consensus study protocol was developed (Casteleyn et al., this issue) and detailed Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) were extracted to build the basis for the national DEMOCOPHES conduct. The 17 European countries started in autumn 2011 with the conduct of the harmonized HBM pilot survey. In this, 1844 children and their mothers participated. They filled in questionnaire data and provided first morning urine (for analyses of cadmium, phthalates and cotinine; Bisphenol A was additionally analysed by six countries) and scalp hair samples (mercury assessment) (Joas et al., 2012).

The aim of this article is to explain the main lessons learnt on transnational harmonization of recruitment and fieldwork during the conduct of DEMOCOPHES. Experiences and recommendations can serve as a model for further transnational cooperative HBM studies and thus facilitate production of comparable results and initiate burden sharing.

2. Methods

The way the study design, recruitment and fieldwork for the harmonized study protocol for COPHES and DEMOCOPHES was developed is already described by Becker et al. (2014). The main aspects of the whole harmonization process are described on the DEMO/COPHES webpages. In short, within COPHES harmonized protocols for i.a. selection of participants, recruitment, fieldwork and sample taking were developed and laid down as Standard Operating Procedures (SOP). The SOPs included all relevant information and recommendations for the conduct of a pilot HBM-study on the European scale. Important tools developed were various questionnaires, e.g. the basic questionnaire (BQ), which covered inter alia the child’s behavior and living conditions to elucidate the exposure pathways of the four substances in the focus of DEMOCOPHES (phthalates, mercury, cadmium and cotinine).

The COPHES SOPs and questionnaires served as the basis for the national SOPs and national questionnaires, which the countries participating in DEMOCOPHES had to transcribe by following the COPHES recommendations as closely as possible. All changes,
necessary due to country specific situations and preconditions, had to be announced to and accepted by the COPHES Central Management Unit.

To support the countries in developing their national SOPs, the COPHES scientists initialized a helpdesk enabling all countries to place their country specific questions. Additionally, a training session on fieldwork was organized in Berlin where representatives of the national studies were trained to train the respective fieldworkers (train-the-trainer approach). During this training there was particular focus on providing study background, finalizing and training of the main instrument – the basic questionnaire. Hair sampling was also practiced. All training materials are available on the DEMOCOPHES web page.4

2.1. Data sources

During the study and after the fieldwork was finished, the countries had to report back on their conduct of DEMOCOPHES. The DEMOCOPHES coordinators sent questionnaires to the National Management Units of each participating country designed to explain all aspects of study conduct. The first questionnaires covered the period from February 2011 till September 15th 2011 when most countries had not started the fieldwork but already received approval by their ethics committee. The second questionnaire-sequence covered July to October 2012, when the fieldwork and most of the data entry and some of the statistical evaluation were finished. The answers of the countries were laid down in so-called DEMOCOPHES Deliverables.5 The following lessons learnt are mainly based on the deliverables 'National Questionnaires' and 'National Report on sampling recruitment and sample collection'.

3. Results

3.1. The recruitment process

COPHES guidelines determined the study design, population groups of interest and the size of the study group(s) for DEMOCOPHES. A description of the decision processes within COPHES is described in detail by Becker et al. (2014). A cross-sectional survey was chosen as the most suitable study design. The vulnerable group of children, aged 6–11 years, and their mothers aged up to 45 years (in child-bearing age) were chosen as participants. In each participating country, 60 children and their mothers living in an urban area and 60 children and their mothers living in a rural area should participate, preferably covering all socio-economic status (SES)-groups. Smaller countries (CY, LU) required only half of the fixed number of participants. Based on these recommendations the recruitment process had to be planned in the 17 countries.

Prior to recruitment each country had to decide how to collect addresses of possible participants. Two options to get these addresses were accepted in the COPHES guidelines: retrieve addresses (1) from population registries or (2) via schools.

Within DEMOCOPHES just three countries chose the opportunity to obtain addresses of potential participants from official address registries and 14 countries chose the school approach. Different reasons led to the preference of the school approach, e.g. in some countries no public address registry was available or it was legally not allowed to ask for the addresses in such a registry.

Some countries started with a registry approach but – due to an extremely low participation rate – switched to the school approach.

1. Lesson learnt: 14 of 17 countries chose the school approach to recruit the children so that the school approach should be favoured for European surveys with children of primary school age.

In the course of COPHES the SOP “Selection of Participants” was developed. It explained all necessary steps for the school and the registry approach in detail. Due to the experiences during the selection process, the following text focuses on the school approach.

The 14 countries using the school approach had different degrees of experience and different organizational requirements; therefore they chose diverse ways for the single phases of the participant recruitment process. An overview is provided in Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative strategies of the DEMOCOPHES countries for single actions during the recruitment process within the school approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Involvement of superior school authorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior school authority contacted by the field staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School principal contacted superior authority and asked for permission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No superior school authority involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection of the school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The only one school in that area was chosen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The school was randomly selected out of all public schools listed in the selected area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools that wished to participate were taken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools with established contacts to the scientists were chosen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information of the teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School principal informed first, main information by survey staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial contact to possible participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent's evening with or without teacher especially for this issue or regular parent's meetings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey staff informed the pupils in the class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher informed the pupils in the class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal contact at school entrance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article in local newsletters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of the Invitation material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No material provided – information at parents evening followed by direct decision about participation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invitation and information material was given to parents at parents evening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invitation and information material was distributed by the teachers to the pupils in the class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invitation and information material was spread via school intranet and school newsletter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Way of maintaining contact to the pupils and their parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Via letters: second invitation letter; appointment letter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Via phone: phone contact (phone number via school secretariat or from returned reply card).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Via email/internet: personal email or information on school web-site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Via teacher: teacher reminded on returning reply card.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of material needed for sampling (urine vessels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mailed via individual post.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mailed to a central address (town hall/school), participants picked it up there.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personally delivered and collected.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 http://www.eu-hbm.info/cophes/project-work-packages/trainings-agendas-and-presentations
5 See for more information the DEMOCOPHES Technical report on http://www.eu-hbm.info/democophes
3.1. Contacting schools and children
In all but three countries, contacting children via schools demanded the involvement of superior school authorities who were partly contacted by the field staff directly and partly by the school principals (see Table 1). The way schools were selected and the way school principals and teachers were asked to participate also differed. In many procedures (e.g., providing initial study information to the pupils and/or parents, distribution and collection of the invitation and other written material) teachers had to be involved and the success of the recruitment process depended largely on the teachers commitment and support. Additionally, children who wanted to take part encouraged others to participate. One common experience the countries reported was the importance of the interest of the superior school authority or school principal: if they were interested the conduct of DEMOCOPHES was mostly a success. Teachers had a similar influence: more parents responded if the teachers repeatedly reminded the children to return the reply card, a kind of post card handed out to the pupils for their parents to give them the possibility to express their interest in taking part or not.

3.1.1. Contacting schools and children

- Living for less than 5 years in the sampling location.
- Being homeless or living in children’s or nursing homes.
- Mother and child living together less than 16 days per month.
- Insufficient ability of the mother to communicate in the national language.
- Disease of inner organs (kidney, liver).
- Being a sibling of a selected child (to avoid that information from one household (e.g., concerning the heating system) weighs multiple in the analysis).

In some countries it was difficult to meet the inclusion criterion with respect to the age of the mother, since many mothers of primary school children were older than 45. An extension of this age limit may be advisable in next studies. Some of the interested participants were not aware of all the exclusion criteria and therefore were disappointed or really upset when confronted with being excluded e.g., because the mother did not meet the age criteria. In one country men were disappointed not to be able to provide samples, too. This revealed that clear communication of exclusion criteria in the very first documents and contact is crucial to inform the participants completely and be clear about the criteria. Furthermore, communication via different media and at different occasions is necessary to increase the participation rate which was rather low and varied between 4.8% and 66.7% among the countries.

3.1.2. Flexible recruitment recommendations

As already noted, Table 1 describes the different methods used by the participating countries to contact and recruit the children. Different strategies were necessary to reach the aim of recruiting 60 children of 6–11 years in each of the two sampling locations. Sometimes the teachers or school principals advised on the best ways how to contact the pupils, which indicates the necessity of some flexibility in recruitment recommendations.

The COPHES recommendations included recruiting equal numbers of children in each of the 6 age groups, equal proportions of boys and girls and if possible covering different SES-groups. This resulted in extra effort for the field staff since oversampling could occur for some subgroups. Some countries included those surplus volunteers in their study – in one country the ethical committee demanded to offer analyses also to the siblings – but did not report their results to DEMOCOPHES. Preferably state-funded schools were selected, to fulfill the recommendation to cover several SES groups.

DEMOCOPHES did not aim to recruit a representative population sample of the country but some aspects of representativeness regarding the selection of the schools and the pupils should be regarded as possible. The countries worked hard to achieve an as near as possible representative sample of the pupils of that region, but sometimes rural areas for participant recruitment had to be enlarged to get enough children or, in two countries, fieldworkers directly approached mothers at the school gate with children in the required age groups to fill up the missing participant groups. Finally, two countries did not reach the desired participant numbers.

2. Lesson learnt: If number, age and gender of the target population sample are fixed, recommendations for the recruitment process should allow flexibility in a given frame to enable the participating countries to reach the fixed numbers.

3.1.3. Exclusion criteria/communication

After the parents had agreed to participate, a recruitment interview was conducted via phone with the aim to select eligible participants according to defined inclusion and exclusion criteria, respectively. Exclusion criteria were:

- Mothers born before 1966 (i.e. age of 46 years or higher); children born before 2000 and after 2005 (i.e. younger than 6 or older than 12 years).

3.2. Fieldwork

3.2.1. Informed consent

To obtain knowledge about exposure pathways for the selected biomarkers, the interviews and the collection of first morning urine and scalp hair samples of the participants were the main instruments of fieldwork. Ethical rules required that participants (parent of the child) signed the informed consent prior to the start of the fieldwork. This was accomplished by all countries. The timing of signing the consent form varied in the countries: two countries had the signed consent form returned by the participants by mail prior to the day of the interview, the others had the participants sign the consent form right at the beginning of the visit for the interview. In one country most forms were signed in advance but the ethics committee required the informed consent form to be signed again at the beginning of the visit.

4. Lesson learnt: For practical reasons it is most suitable for participants and interviewers if the signed informed consent form is collected directly at the beginning of the visit for the interview.

3.2.2. Site of the interview – at participant home or at an examination center

The COPHES recommendations included a face-to-face interview with the mothers to get information about exposure pathways and the socio-economic situation of the family. All countries except two offered two options for the interview conduct: conduct of the interview at the family home or at an examination center. The home visit was recommended as the preferred option because it was considered useful to test the feasibility of a home visit for future surveys, which may wish to include monitoring of the participant’s living environment (like tap water or air sampling) in
the home. The final choice of the interview site was left to the mothers depending on their preferences. This preference varied from country to country. Some mothers preferred to be visited at home, others preferred to visit an examination center (e.g. a room in the school); sometimes the preferred choice varied between the urban and the rural area. In four countries all mothers wanted to be visited at home. No clear recommendations for the preferred interview site can be given.

5. Lesson learnt: A survey should preferably offer at least two options for the conduct of a face-to-face interview for the convenience of the participants. If monitoring of the participant's living environment is included in the survey, a visit at the homes will be obligatory.

3.2.3. Flexibility of appointments/sampling

One experience the DEMOCOPHES countries had, was that the fieldwork staff had to provide interview hours all over the day, throughout the week (except Sunday) and be flexible with sudden unintended changes or drop outs of appointments. Appointments for interviews should always be fixed in accordance with the needs of the participants; especially working mothers who have tight personal schedules.

Matrices for the biomarker analyses were first morning urine and scalp hair. Participants were provided with sampling vessels and instructions on how to sample first morning urine on the day of the interview. In some countries a lot of participants forgot to collect the urine sample which is why another appointment to fetch the urine sample was necessary (extra work for the field-workers). Calling the participants the day before the interview to remind them on the appointment and on the urine sampling helped to reduce the numbers of forgotten samplings and appointments.

The hair sampling was done by the interviewers directly prior to the basic interview. The countries only reported some small problems with sampling, particularly with very short hair of some boys. All interviewers had undergone training on hair sampling which had prepared them very well for such difficult circumstances.

6. Lesson learnt:

(1) Flexibility in arranging appointments and in reacting to sudden schedule changes is necessary to keep the participants in the survey.

(2) Calling the participants the day before the interview reduces the workload resulting from forgotten appointments or forgotten urine sampling.

(3) Intensive training of the interviewers is especially necessary for complicated procedures such as taking hair samples.

3.2.4. Face-to-face interview with the basic questionnaire

The main instrument of fieldwork was the basic questionnaire (BQ). It was developed especially for the demands of DEMOCOPHES, i.e. covering the exposure pathways for the four biomarkers of interest (cadmium, cotinine and metabolites of 5 phthalates in urine and mercury in hair). The BQ consisted of 6 sections, addressed to the mother but also including questions for the child (Table 2).

The BQ was designed as a face-to-face interview with the mother. To enable all involved interviewers to understand the importance and underlying meaning of the questions, the basic questionnaire was accompanied by a background paper. This background paper explained each question, gave additional information for the interviewer and listed the reference questionnaires. Besides this written information a two-day training session was organized. Each country had sent at least one member of the national field staff to the training session to be able to train additional national interviewers on the questionnaire. This training was also used for a last fine-tuning of the wording of the questions.

Like other documents produced within COPHES, the participating countries had to adapt and translate the BQ to each country's individual needs. This procedure consisted of two steps: (1) the BQ had to be adapted to special country needs (all in all 8 smaller changes spread over 6 countries e.g. concerning the heating system or the income categories used) and (2) the BQ had to be translated into the national language(s). For this, it was recommended that translation professionals should be hired and afterwards the translation should be controlled by the survey scientists. It was recommended that each country trained their interviewers on the basic questionnaire and performed some test interviews with the translated questionnaire. All countries reported back about their experiences and confirmed the importance of these trainings.

During the face-to-face interview with the mother, the trained interviewers were obliged to read the questions verbatim in a predefined order. Except two countries, all countries performed the BQ as the recommended face-to-face interview. Thanks to the involvement of all countries in the questionnaire development, the interviewers experienced that the basic questionnaire was a well elaborated instrument. Just single questions, especially those based on EUROSTAT classifications (occupation and socio-demography, respectively), were difficult to answer for mothers in nearly all countries. These classifications should have been better transformed to the specific situation in the countries and be translated into layman’s terms.

The recommendation that some questions are obligatory (e.g. smoking habits) and that at least 80% of the questions must be answered by a family to count as a case was retracted in the course of the fieldwork because it showed to be impracticable to insist on answering obligatory questions. Furthermore, interviewers

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: Residential environment and residence</td>
<td>Construction year, square meters of living space, description of living area, vicinity to incineration or other industry, heating system, energy source, renovation or redecoration of the home, flooring and wall paper material.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Nutrition</td>
<td>Main source of water supply, alcohol consumption, average frequency of selected food items in the last four weeks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: Smoking behavior</td>
<td>Active, passive and former smoking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: Exposure relevant behavior</td>
<td>Use of cosmetics, contact to hazardous material during free time, breaking of mercury thermometer or energy saving lamp, amalgam fillings, time spent in a car, age of car, time spent outside, contact to rubber like plastic via gloves or toys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E: Occupation (of the mother)</td>
<td>Kind of job, work environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F: Socio-demography</td>
<td>Single mother, immigrant, language spoken at home, education by ISCED-code, professional status, position presently hold, income category.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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reported that it was impossible to estimate how many questions a family had already answered during the course of the interview if some questions were skipped. For future surveys some countries demanded online questionnaires (two countries already applied them), to save some time or to enable the participants to check for difficult answers in advance (e.g. questions the mothers lack the information, like the age of the building). Online questionnaires or self-administered questionnaires will require different elaborations and explanations which have to be accounted for already during the development.

7. Lesson learnt: The experience illustrated that the provided basic questionnaire was a well elaborated instrument and applicable for the purpose of the study. It also revealed that it is worthwhile to involve all participating countries in the finalization of the questionnaire to receive a well-adapted questionnaire. To offer not only written training materials but also a training workshop especially for the survey specific questionnaire (BQ) turned out to be important for a good performance of the face-to-face interview. Future surveys should consider the possibility to use online (web based) self-administered questionnaires.

3.2.5. Computer assisted personal interview (CAPI)

The use of a CAPI with constant internet access instead of paper-and-pencil for the face-to-face interview was introduced in the COPHES recommendations. The CAPI should only be used by the interviewers, to read the questions and to record the answers. This recommendation was set but not until shortly before the beginning of the fieldwork period, and a specific CAPI-system was provided to be used by all countries willing to use a CAPI to assist the interviewers. Due to this late introduction of the system and technical prerequisites (constant internet access) the chosen system could not be used in all involved regions. Additionally the system broke down if several (constant internet access) the chosen system could not be used in all involved regions. Furthermore the chosen system broke down if several countries were using it simultaneously. Some countries could not use this system because the national data protection requirements hindered the use of this online system which stored the data on an American server. Some countries used the system only for data entry after having performed the interview with pencil and paper and were very satisfied with it, though this resulted in considerable extra working hours, because it was of help in checking the quality of the data. One country applied an off-line CAPI system with specially designed software (Ligocka et al., this issue).

8. Lesson learnt: If a computer assisted personal interview (CAPI) is to be used for the face-to-face interview, the selection of the system has to be in an early stage of the process and has to consider the different requirements of the participating countries, e.g. data protection requirements and internet accessibility. A constant accessibility and stability of the systems’ server is required, if all members shall be online simultaneously.

3.2.6. Schedule of the visit/duration of the visit

COPHES guidelines recommended that the procedure of fieldwork should follow a relatively strict schedule: after collecting the signed informed consent and addressing any last questions about the survey, the urine samples of mother and child should be received and a short questionnaire related to the urine sampling answered. After this, hair samples of mother and child should be taken and a short inquiry related to hair sampling should be started. Only after these procedures should the interview with the basic questionnaire be performed. This schedule was recommended because it was expected that participants would more likely withdraw from giving these samples than from being interviewed. It would be a waste of time if the participant had refused to give a hair sample after the long interview had been performed. In those countries that provided the online version of the basic questionnaire this schedule was not followed, the other countries did not report deviations. Some countries wanted to ask additional questions (e.g. about Bisphenol A exposure pathways) and two countries wanted to take blood samples. Those additional procedures were scheduled after all other procedures so that e.g. the additional blood sampling did not interfere with the basic DEMOCOPHES procedure. The whole procedure should be finished by handing over the gifts of appreciation (incentives), if licit, and a grateful good bye. DEMOCOPHES demonstrated that this schedule was suitable and the whole process feasible, only one country reported changes on the schedule. The two countries that used an online version of the BQ went through the provided answers in the scheduled interview time.

During the preparation of the basic questionnaire, doubts concerning its length arose. Some countries were concerned that participants would not accept the anticipated duration of 60 minutes (additional time would be necessary for the hair sampling etc.). In the evaluation 12 countries reported that few contacted mothers did not want to spend their time for the program and refused participation. On the other hand the time needed for answering the questionnaire revealed to be shorter (median of 40 minutes) than in the test phase (60 min) (Table 3). Generally, a compromise has to be found between the scientific need for detailed questions and the burden for the participants. Some DEMOCOPHES countries found that the time needed was reduced once the interviewers become more experienced in the process.

9. Lesson learnt: The COPHES SOP for fieldwork was a well suited instrument for the collection of the data needed for this pilot European human biomonitoring survey and might be used as a blueprint for future surveys. The duration of the visit should be estimated soundly so that possible participants can reliably judge the burden of participation.

3.2.7. Incentives or gifts of appreciation

COPHES guidelines recommended giving an incentive or gift of appreciation at the end of the visit additionally to providing the results of the urine and hair analyses. However, at the beginning of DEMOCOPHES uncertainty existed as to whether the ethical committees of all countries would permit providing these tokens of thanks for the participants. During DEMOCOPHES this question was answered: all ethical committees involved allowed incentives or token of thanks to be provided, at least non-monetary. In fact one ethical committee recommended handing over monetary incentives. Two countries did not offer incentives because their budget did not allow it. All others had small objects (pencils, erasers, umbrellas etc.) or monetary gifts (shopping vouchers (from €6 to €50), cinema tickets) to thank the participants. Two countries additionally provided gifts to all pupils who returned the reply card to the teacher (no matter if they agreed to participate or not) and those countries reported a positive influence of incentives on answering. Only two countries reported the necessity of reimbursement of travel expenses to the examination centers.

| Table 3 Minimum, maximum and median duration of the basic questionnaire interview, the whole home visit and the whole visit at the examination center, respectively, in DEMOCOPHES. |
|---------------------------------|------|------|------|
| Duration of basic questionnaire conduct (min) | 15   | 90   | 40   |
| Duration of the whole home visit | 45   | 135  | 60   |
| Duration of whole visit at examination center | 45   | 90   | 60   |

Please cite this article as: Fiddicke, U., et al., Lessons learnt on recruitment and fieldwork from a pilot European human biomonitoring survey. Environ. Res. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.envres.2014.08.039
10. Lesson learnt: If legally (ethically) allowed incentives should be offered and should be announced in the invitation letter (to have a positive effect on the participation rate). The costs for incentives should be foreseen in the study budget.

3.2.8. Duration of the whole DEMOCOPHES fieldwork process

To avoid seasonal bias the COPHES recommendation was that the survey should be conducted in all 17 countries within a given time frame of three months in autumn/winter 2011/2012. Ethical approvals and data protection issues caused a delay at the beginning and the recruitment process needed longer than expected. Four countries finished the fieldwork within the given time frame, 8 countries exceeded it roughly for one month, three countries had a delay of two months and one country a delay of 4 months.

11. Lesson learnt: Enough time for recruitment and conducting the fieldwork has to be considered if a study shall be conducted in several countries in parallel.

3.2.9. Quality assurance methods

Detailed descriptions of important steps of recruitment, fieldwork and sampling were laid down in COPHES SOPs designed as masters for the country specific SOPs. SOPs could be used on the one hand for the preparation of the fieldwork in each country and on the other hand as training material for the interviewers. SOPs provided information on procedures and on material necessary for the survey conduct, which had to be produced or purchased (written material, material for sampling, etc.). As recommended by the German Society for Epidemiology (2011), COPHES suggested to compile a folder (Fieldwork Manual=operation manual) containing all the produced material (e.g., invitation letter, description on urine sampling, etc.) and the description of the purchased material (e.g., gloves and scissors) as well as all SOPs.

National Fieldwork Manuals as an important quality control measure were implemented in nearly all countries to support the quality control and training. Further quality control methods included checklists for the procedure of the visits at the homes and the examination centers, which were also provided by COPHES and in the original or an adapted version were widely used in the countries. Internal field visits were recommended and check lists for these visits provided. In larger surveys external field visits were also part of the quality assurance system but it was decided to waive the external field visits because of the pilot character of DEMOCOPHES.

The main quality assurance measure was the training of the interviewers. This training was crucial for the success of the survey as it included special training units on all issues of recruitment and fieldwork, including hair sampling. The training allowed highlighting the critical points and harmonizing the sampling procedure. It is with thanks to the DEMOCOPHES countries, using nearly all information, applying diverse robust quality assurance measures and following the recommendations whenever possible, that a high quality standard of the DEMOCOPHES results can be assured.

12. Lesson learnt: Diverse quality assurance measures are crucial for creating reliable results and therefore support for quality control of recruitment and fieldwork should be offered.

4. Discussion

Seventeen European countries demonstrated the feasibility of conducting a European environmental human biomonitoring (HBM) survey according to harmonized guidelines developed within the DEMOCOPHES projects. This was the first time, comparable HBM data per se and in combination with information on exposure pathways and the participant’s socio-economic status could be collected in Europe. The preparation of the harmonized guidelines already started in 2004 with the establishment of the first working groups on HBM (Implementation Group and ESBIO) in the frame of the European Environment and Health Action Plan. It took until December 2009 till the Consortium to Perform Human Biomonitoring on a European Scale (COPHES) began to elaborate in detail the recommendations based on which the planning of the pilot study DEMOCOPHES started in September 2010. Preparing the common study protocol, the tailored questionnaires, the analysing laboratories and all the written materials took until August 2011. Recruitment of DEMOCOPHES participants and fieldwork started in September 2011 and it lasted until April 2012 till all countries completed the fieldwork.

The frameworks for the harmonized recruitment and fieldwork procedures were established within COPHES, elaborated mainly under the lead of the German Federal Environment Agency (UBA). UBA as well as other COPHES members could contribute not only because of already being members of the Implementation Group and ESBIO but also because of their considerable experience gained in HBM at regional or national level. UBA e.g. gained experience in the German environmental surveys (GerES) (Schulz et al., 2007) and especially in the last survey, GerES IV, a survey on Children (Becker et al., 2007; Kolossa-Gehring et al., 2007). Experiences of other COPHES members come e.g. from the Flemish human biomonitoring program in Flanders (Schoeters et al., 2012) or from a pilot human biomonitoring study in Spain (Castaño et al., 2012).

DEMOCOPHES was a pilot study aiming to test the feasibility of the harmonized approach. For the conduct of this pilot study the 17 participating countries chose different options possible within the frame of the given recommendations including modifications according to the national needs. All modifications of the harmonized EU study protocol and elaborated SOPs, partly necessary to enable the countries participation, had to be assigned to and accepted by COPHES. All changes the countries announced were accepted by COPHES as the changes were not expected to interfere substantially with a harmonized approach. Examples for such changes are use of differing sampling vessels, invitations and recruitment via internet, to forego the offer of home visits because, e.g. an ‘Environment and Health’ day was celebrated at the selected school.

The conduct of DEMOCOPHES provided several lessons learnt, starting with the recruitment process: Organizing a European survey on children revealed to be easier if children were contacted via schools because access to officially collected address data (inhabitant or population registers) is only possible for a very limited number of European countries. However, involving schools proved to be sometimes a challenge because in addition to encouraging children and parents to participate, the teachers, school principals and sometimes superior school authorities had to give their permission. This experience is supported by literature. Geller et al. (2007) described very well the complexity of the school approach in the United States. Their lesson learnt is that planning and implementation of school studies must include all levels of administration and a grassroots approach. Post et al. (2003) mentioned that the school approach is considered as highly efficient in recruiting children but non-participation of entire units (e.g. whole schools or classes) is common. Phipatanakul et al. (2011) reported in their lessons learnt from the School Inner-City Asthma Study that convincing the schools was a hard job and had to be repeated every time new schools were included in the study. Therefore they concluded that efforts to engage the school staff in support of the survey have to be increased. DEMOCOPHES countries made good
experiences with involving local authorities in rural areas because this raised the confidence in the survey. Different approaches to recruit (representative) population samples are e.g. used in NHANES (CDC, 2013). There, children are contacted together with their parents using a map-frame to select the households for participation. Another representative approach is used in the pilot European Health Examination Survey (EHS) (Heldal and Jentoft, 2013). In a two-stage sampling design the sample of individuals to be invited is obtained: firstly the area is selected and secondly people, addresses, households or dwellings are selected; but EHS only covers adults.

Clear communication of the exclusion criteria right at the beginning of the recruitment process appeared to be important because some selected families turned away disappointed when they finally realized that they did not meet the inclusion criteria – this could also upset volunteers in future surveys. Some countries accepted all volunteers but only reported the results for the originally selected ones back to DEMOCOPHES to avoid complications. It can be summarized that for a European harmonized recruitment process tight restrictions are not necessary if target groups and sample size are defined. A degree of flexibility that does not compromise the results comparability can yield in an improvement of the recruitment process results.

DEMOCOPHES also contributed lessons learnt to the fieldwork procedure, e.g. concerning the structure and schedule of the home visit: The procedure of the home visit (or visit of the examination center) was structured in the parts (1) sampling (respective collecting sample vessels) and (2) interview, with clear recommendations on how to perform the questionnaires (read questions verbatim in the predefined order). These exact recommendations were very useful for a timesaving procedure and were followed by nearly all countries. The basic questionnaire developed with the support of the participating countries proved to be a suitable instrument. Within the preparation phase of the questionnaire some countries discussed whether the questionnaire was too long – from a scientific view others wanted to add some questions. Experience in DEMOCOPHES showed, that the duration was on average 40 minutes and decreased with the experience the interviewers gained. The whole visit took 60 min. Adgate et al. (2000), of the cross-sectional Minnesota Children’s Pesticide Exposure Study which dealt with multi-pathway and multi-pesticide exposures, experienced that a duration of a visit of less than 1 h is important for the compliance of the participants.

Some minor lessons learnt to keep in mind are (a) to sign the informed consent only at the beginning of the participant visit (no returning via mail in advance); (b) to offer both home visits and visits in examination centers for the convenience of the participants and (c) to call the participants the day before the visit to remind them of the appointment and the urine sampling. Being flexible in fixing appointments with the participants and changing them if necessary at short notice, is also important to achieve a high participation rate. This is supported by experiences from Austria and the United States. An Austrian survey (Hohenblum et al., 2012) suffered from a low participation rate of 4%, mainly due to a fixed fieldwork week without possibility to change to another week. Morris et al. (2012) described their experiences of being an interviewer in the United States, clearly showing the necessity to react flexibly. The interview can be performed with pencil and paper or with assistance of a laptop. If a CAPI system is used it should be a flexible system not based on the internet and cover all requirements of the participating countries. It can be summarized that for a European harmonized fieldwork procedure the procedure developed within the DEMOCOPHES projects can be used as a prototype.

Another procedure belonging to fieldwork and with influence on the participation rate is the handing over of incentives or gifts of appreciation. Prior to the ethical approval it was unknown if each country was allowed to offer incentives in gratitude for participation. Needham and Sexton (2000) reported in an overview of selected United States research challenges for assessing children’s exposure to hazardous environmental chemicals that depending on the involved ethical committee incentives may be provided or not. Incentives are mostly allowed to reimburse participants for expenses and burdens, they are often necessary to encourage participants to volunteer, so they should be provided if possible (Needham and Sexton, 2000; Geller et al., 2007). Incentives should be mentioned in the very first information leaflets, in order to attract participants and raise the participation rate – which was rather low in DEMOCOPHES where incentives were handed out at the end of the interviews and were not announced in the invitation letters. Jacob and Jacob (2012) showed that even school principals could be easily convinced to participate in a survey if monetary incentives (US $10) were provided. Phipatanakul et al. (2011) described the value of additional incentives on participation rate of school children. DEMOCOPHES unveiled that in all participating countries the ethics committees allowed to provide incentives as reward for the inconveniences the participants incurred – at least non-monetary incentives. But it is necessary to follow the principle of voluntary participation which requires that people are not coerced into participating in research (Sepi et al., 2008). In two countries the information on the analytical results that all participants received served as the only incentive. But as Eggleston et al. (2005) reported, this is not negative: Sometimes information provided to the participants attracted them most to the study, more than other offered incentives. These authors also described that reimbursements for electricity costs during the survey (up to US $200) or reimbursements for travel expenses are common.

Communication activities are an important measure to improve the participation rate. Phipatanakul et al. (2011) and Kimmel et al. (2005) emphasized the necessity of improved communication but Adgate et al. (2000) were confronted with a lack of interest of the local media in press-releases about a planned survey because the media was only interested in results. Instead, Adgate et al. (2000) were more successful in recruiting families by direct contact of potential participants. One participating DEMOCOPHES country demonstrated the importance of active communication and interest raising on participation rate: in Poland the survey team organized a special school event day where they presented information and actions on environment and health and invited the pupils and their parents in the selected age groups – this resulted in a four-fold higher response rate compared to other countries. In Luxembourg the Minister of Health invited the press into his office for a press conference during the kick-off period that resulted in national press and media coverage and potentially raised awareness in the population (Katsonouri et al., this issue).

The most important lesson learnt from DEMOCOPHES is the importance of the interviewers and their training. They are the key to reliable results (Morris et al., 2012). Furthermore, interviewers and their attitude towards respondents also influence the response rate and survey results (Davis et al., 2010; Blom et al., 2011). These influences are different in different countries (Blom et al., 2011). Also experienced interviewers have to be trained on each survey instrument – the questionnaire and the sample taking. Davis et al. (2010) query what is defined as “experienced”. Different definitions of ‘high’ or ‘low’ experienced interviewers exist and it has to be defined which kind of experience is considered. Thus, training is important, even more if a “building capacity” objective has to be considered. Training has to include practical training on the instruments and should be accompanied by test-interviews to practice the whole procedure. The training workshop for DEMOCOPHES implementing countries was a valuable instrument for process harmonization.

The interviewer training was the main quality assurance measure during fieldwork. It increased the likelihood that all involved interviewers worked the same way, which for fieldwork is
as important as the quality assurance measures for chemical analysis (such as round-robin tests or external and internal quality comparisons, Schindler et al., 2014). Besides training, further methods of quality control (e.g. internal and external field visits) should also be offered.

Finally, DEMOCOPHES showed that recruitment and fieldwork needed time – more time than expected.

5. Conclusions

The pilot study DEMOCOPHES revealed that with the help of the instruments and recommendations for recruitment, fieldwork and sampling developed within COPHES, 17 European countries succeeded in the harmonized conduct of an environmental HBM-survey. Not tight restrictions but recommendations that allow country specific adaptations are the key to harmonization.

The above mentioned lessons learnt will help to further progress the future of European HBM-surveys that involve children, potentially leading to a European HBM-Monitoring. Great importance should be attached to soundly elaborated survey instruments and materials and – if face-to-face interviews are to be used – to interviewers who are well trained, especially in all aspects of the survey and the survey instruments. Future HBM-programmes will help to improve the environmental health of people living in Europe by identifying critical exposure to chemicals and their sources as well as by deriving risk reduction measures.
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